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Letf(z) =- Cz==, uI,z” be an entire function. Denote M(r) = max’,i,, If(z 
S,(z) denotes the nth partial sum off(z). As usual, the order p (0 < p < co) 
off(z) is 
log log M(T) lim sup -__--- . 
r--a log Y 
ff 0 ( p < co, then the type T and the lower type w (0 < w i; 7 < ~0) of 
f(z) are 
Recently approximation to ep” on [0, co) has attracted the attention of 
several mathematicians. Tn [3], it has been established that e-IZl can be 
approximated on (- co, co) by reciprocals of polynomials of degree IZ with 
an error <C,(log n) ?z-l, but not better than C,n-l. Further, we have shown 
that e-izl can be approximated on (- cg, cc) by rational functions of degree n 
with an error <e-c3(7r)“s but not better than e-cs(n)1’2. In this note we obtain 
error bounds to 1 x 1 e-IT1 on (- co, KI) by reciprocals of polynomials of 
degree n and aIso by rational functions of degree 12. We show here that the 
minimum error by rational functions of degree n is much smaller than the 
one obtained by reciprocals of polynomials of degree n. Throughout our 
work C, , C, , C, ,... denote suitable positive constants, and E, 0 < B < 1, 
is arbitrary. 
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LERlnlAs 
Rc~trmk. For every positive A. 
.\’ ‘-rO,, ,(.\-*A) i,/ 1, :i J-11, ’ 
This follows easily from Lemma I. 
This follows easily from Lemma 2. 
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(0 < w z< r < CO). Then there exists a constant C, (>O) and a sequence of 
polynomials {Pn(~)j~zl of degree n such that, for n I-- 1, 
LEMhIA 5 [3, p. 1221. Let f(z) satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 4. Then 
there exists a constant C, (>O) and a sequence of rationalfunctions {rn(.~)}~zl 
of degree n such that, for any n ;> 1: 
c 111 '1 iI(l/f(l s I)) - r&)llL,(-v,x) < e- 6 . 
LEMMA 6 [7]. Under the same assumptions, we haz;e for the polynomials 
P,(x) z= CF=, akxL’, 
THEOREMS 
THEOREM 1. Let f(z) =-= xz==, a&, a, > 0, ak > 0 (k > I), be an entire 
function of order p (0 < p < co), type r, andlower type w (0 < o < T < co). 
Theta there exists a polynomial P,*(x) ef degree n for which, for all n >- 1, 
(1.1) 
Remark. lff(z) is even, then 2/p in ( 1.1) can be replaced by l/p. 
Proof. By Remark 2 following Lemma 2, and by Lemma 4, there exist 
polynomials P(x) and q(x) for which 
To obtain bounds for x E (-- co, GO), we note that 
(I.21 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
For 0 a-. 1 .Y (4w 1 log 17)’ “. 
we get, for all large !I, 
Similarly we pet, for 0 .Y (4w ’ log I?)’ I’. by using Remark .I /‘I))/- 
lowing Lemma 3 with .-I (4~ ’ log /I)“‘;. and l-emma 4. 
By construction, 
q(x) 1 (l,,.\” 
: f/ 
Hence, for all large II, 
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Since 
& a,(4w-1 log npJ = .f[(40-1 log nyq 
, 
- ,&+, %(4w+ log flv, 
/ 
and 
we have 
l & a,(4w-1 log /p/p 2 f[(4w-- 1 og ‘7)l/D] - ,,1” 3 2-I f[(4w-1 log n)’ ‘“I. 
‘1 
By using the definition of lower type, we get 
f[(4w-l log n)ll”] > exp(4(1 - 6) log n) > n3. (1.9) 
Equation (1.1) follows from (lS)-( 1.9). If f(z) is even, then by using S,(X), 
the nth partial sum of f(,r), instead of q(~), in (1.7), we get for 0 < / x i < 
(40-l log n)l/~, by Lemmas 2 and 6, for some 6 :> 1, 
For j x j >, (4w-l log n)li@, by using Remark 2 following Lemma 2 we get, 
for all large 12, 
I 1 I -- __--- 
P(.u) ft.4 S,(-x-) 
(4w-1 log .)l,‘p (4w-1 log ??)I@ 
G f((4w-1 log ??)l’“) + S,((4w-1 log n)l!D) 
since as earlier 
< 3(4w-1 log /7)r:Q 
’ f((4w-1 log n)’ !o) ’ 
(1.11) 
2&((4d log I?)~/@) > f((4w-l log n)““). 
The Remarkafter Theorem 1 follows from (1.5) (1.6) (1.9), (l.lO), and(l.1 I). 
THEOREM 2. Let f(z) = CzZQ aLzli, a, 3 0 (k 3 0), be an entire function 
of order p (0 < p < 00) and type T (0 < r < co). Then for every polynomial 
P(s) of large degree n, we have, 
Pwc!f: Aaume the conclusion i4 false. l-hen fol- Inlinitely many /I. 
Set B,, ((log 17) 27)’ “, /l I. 7 _.,. From (7.2) be @et. for 
where 
Hence 
Now by applying Lemm:f 3 to (2.3), we get 
On the other hand. we hake by (2.2). 
f’(0) ’ p,,(C)r?i/i, ) ‘. i.5) 
Equations (2.4) and (3.5) dead\ contradict (2.2) 
( .I- .f (.\-) 1 i.J,,(-\-) I,( I.,/ (’ 1, ,l,’ 1, (?.! ) 
Proof. .Y ‘,f’(’ .Y ‘). S,,(.Y), and Q,, ‘(.Y) II’ “)“QiL( .YPI I !“o) Brc even 
functions. Set I.,,,(.Y) -: Q,,*(.Y)!.~,,(s). Then 
Each of the above functionx being even. \\e cconsldcr only [O. -f ) 
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By Lemma I, for all large n, 
On the other hand, for x -< II l 1 2D, by the definition of lower type, 
for 11 such that 
~ 1 e-cli’l If? 
P,*(-x12-1/2~) > 0. 
Similarly, we show for [0, II~/~~]> 
On the other hand, for x2~ > n :> n, , 
<,< e-cza?‘1 2 (3.6) 
As earlier, it is easy to check that 25’41G!~~) > .f(~l/*“), and also that 
/ &*(.x))l < I x I. Hence (3.1) follows from (3.3)-(3.6). 
THEOREM 4. Let f(z) _- zz=:=, a,~~, a,, ; 0, uL > 0 (k 3 l), aL: > a,,, 
(k > l), be a noneven entire function of order p (0 < p < co), type r, and 
lower type w (0 < w < r < co). Then there exists a rational function r&(x) 
of degree at most 2n for which, for all large n, 
where r.&(x) = r,(x) &*(x). 
134 ;ul.W\IA\ ,\NI) Kl:1)1)1 
,-is earlier. for 0 
On the other hand, for .I- ,,I ‘2,s 
if P,,*( .YII-~!~,) 0. Similarly. for 0 
On the other hand, for \ ,,I “‘,J 
since from the construction of ~,J.Y), 
By our assumption on the coefficients, we have 
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As before. we can show 
From (4.7), (4.8), and (4.9), we get for j x / > n112n, 
125 
(4.9) 
Equation (4.1) follows from (4.4), (4.3, (4.6), and (4.10). 
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